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You probably
think digital ad
fraud doesn’t affect
you. Think again.

POLL: Do you purchase
third-party traffic?
WATCH: A bad bot in
action, and a baby
being a bad bot
SEE: The truth about
ad fraud

Digital ad fraud is costing media companies US$4.5
million an HOUR. Virtually no company is immune,
even the biggest. What can you do to detect and
prevent it? Read on.

Y

our publishing company is almost certainly
the victim of digital advertising fraud.
Worse, your company may also, unwittingly, be an actual perpetrator or enabler
of digital ad fraud.
Worse still, your very own personal computer could be defrauding other publishing
companies, advertisers, and even your very
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own company. Right now.
And all this fraud is costing you a lot of
money and a lot of credibility, both directly
and indirectly.
One consolation? You’re far from alone.
Digital ad fraud affects between 10 and 60 per
cent of different types of digital advertising,
according to a variety of studies conducted
in 2014.
Another consolation: There are a growing
number of fraud-fighting companies dedicated to building innovative tools and practices
to catch and, better yet, prevent and eliminate
digital ad fraud.

infecting the advertising of big-name brands
including Anheuser-Busch, Ford, Verizon,
and Pfizer and costing the affected companies
millions of dollars in wasted ad spending. The
study analysed more than 5.5 billion impressions on 3 million domains.

Ad fraud costs US$4.5m every hour
There is no time to waste.
This year alone, digital ad fraud will cost
publishers and advertisers US$6.3billion (yes,
that’s billion with a “b”) or US$4.5 million
every hour, according to a landmark December 2014 study by the Association of National
Advertisers (ANA) and digital security firm
WhiteOps.
The 2014 study monitored 181 ad campaigns
of 36 ANA member companies over 60 days
and discovered hundreds of millions of bots
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No more turning blind eyes
Until recently, digital ad fraud was reluctantly accepted as an unfortunate cost of doing
business. But that was before the fraudsters
ramped up their game and started taking billions of dollars out of the digital advertising
ecosystem.
“We have long suspected and have long
known there was fraud in our industry,”
ANA president and CEO Bob Liodice said.
“We didn’t know the exact amount or the
reasons why it was happening.”
Now do we.
And it’s not a pretty picture.
Here are just two examples:
1. One well-known British company was defrauded of US$488,000 when its $10,000/
day 2013 video ad campaign to sell big-name
household brands on reputable US publishing sites was instead spent on Asian porn
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sites, according to BusinessInsider.
2. A well-known lifestyle publisher ended up
serving 98 per cent of an automobile advertiser’s video ads to bots. “Out of almost 4,000
total video impressions from the placement,
fewer than 100 were served to humans,” the
report stated. The other 98 per cent were
triggered and “viewed” by “bots” or networks of computers infected by software
fraudsters can place in PCs through a variety
of seemingly innocent means.

Ad fraud is alarmingly ubiquitous
The breadth, depth, sophistication, and outrageous cost of digital ad fraud was laid bare
by the ANA/WhiteOps study:
• Nearly 25 per cent of all video ad impressions
are fraudulent (viewed by machines, not
humans)
• More than 10 per cent of all digital display
ad impressions are fraudulent
• More than half of all traffic purchased by
publishers to drive additional unique visitors
to their sites is fraudulent (publishers are
getting bots not bodies)
• Almost one-fifth of all re-targeted ad impressions (ads directed at consumers who’d
earlier clicked on a company’s ad, form or
content) are fraudulent

• Two-thirds of all fraud comes from the
computers of everyday consumers whose
identities and home machines have been
secretly hijacked by fraudsters
“We have reached a crisis point: 36 per cent
of traffic today is generated by machines, not
humans,” said Interactive Advertising Bureau
(IAB) board of directors president Vivek Shah.

Even reputable publishers are victims
Until the ANA/WhiteOps study, many mainstream publishers took solace in the widely
accepted notion that digital ad fraud was limited to low-end, small, and either sleazy or at
least non-traditional digital publishers.
They were wrong.
Even the publishers who took the precaution of selling ads only on what are called
“private ad exchanges” to tightly control their
inventory and allow only brand-consistent
advertisers on their sites have been victimised
by fraud.
Ten per cent of ad impressions from premium programmatic ad campaigns are fraudulent (triggered by bots).
“The surprise [in the study results] was the
ubiquity of the fraud,” ANA VP Bill Duggan
said. “It is not just no-name websites, but it
also affects premium publishers.”
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“Advertisers who assume that traffic to
premium publishers is free of bots risk losing
large amounts to intentional or unintentional
bot fraud,” the ANA report stated. “The reputation of the publisher is no longer a reliable
benchmark to predict bot traffic level.”

What exactly is a bot?
Let’s take a step back: What the hell is a bot?
Bots are very sophisticated software programs often installed on a consumer’s computer through seemingly innocent means
(e.g., offers of free stuff if the consumer will
click on an ad, fill out a form, or download a
toolbar or browser extension). Those “bots”
then “click” on ads or run videos silently in
the background (behind the consumer’s active web browser screen or even invisibly).
The consumers have no idea what’s going
on, other than perhaps noticing that their
computer might be running a bit more slowly.
The advertisers and publishers think they’re
getting real human interactions.
More sophisticated bots can collect consumer’s “cookies” (the URLs of websites
they’ve previously visited or ads they’ve
clicked). Those bots then appear to be “qualified leads” in the eyes of publishers and advertisers who think the ad campaigns are
working.
As a result, the publishers and advertisers
aggressively “optimise” their ad campaigns
around these “consumers,” increasing their
original campaign spending and budgeting
new monies to retarget these “qualified leads.”
Some advertisers and publishers will even
“white-list” those bots, protecting the fraudsters from monitoring and guaranteeing them
future business. Advertisers and publishers
are actually optimising for fraud, exacerbating and perpetuating their initial loses.

Bots look like grandmas & tech geeks
Some publishers who haven’t kept up with
the development of bots will be amazed and
disconcerted to learn how sophisticated bots
have become.
Many publishers believe they have insured
their security and are separating human visitors from bots by requiring visitors to type
in those maddening strings of letters and
numbers — “CAPTCHAs” (an acronym for
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“Completely Automated Public Turing test
to tell Computers and Humans Apart”). Bots
can now fool CAPTCHAs.
Bots can also move a computer’s mouse
and run the cursor over ads. Bots can buy
things — putting them in shopping carts and
actually executing a purchase.
Bots can visit multiple sites generating
cookies that make the “user” appear demographically appealing to advertisers and
publishers. Fraudsters’ program bots can behave like car buyers, sports fans, rich people,
singles, or grandmothers. When fraudsters
string hundreds of infected computers together, they have a “botnet” that generates
high volumes of traffic and clicks from what
appear to be very significant, specific, desirable audiences.
“So much for bots giving themselves away
by acting like, well, bots. Turns out they can
be made to act quite human, which is foiling
efforts to detect them,” wrote AdAge tech reporter Alex Kantrowitz.
Bot fraud is the world’s most sophisticated
cybercrime, according to WhiteOps CEO and
co-founder Michael Tiffany.

Why should magazine publishers care?
Magazine advertising survives and thrives
based on trust and results. Advertisers trust
publishers because they place their ads in
the context of high-quality, relevant content
delivered to high-quality, demographically
appropriate, highly engaged audiences who
deliver results.

“Turns out [bots]
can be made to
act quite human,
which is foiling
efforts to detect
them,”
Alex Kantrowitz,
Ad Age tech reporter
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Ad fraud wrecks every part of that equation: The content and ads are not seen by any
audience and even superlative results are suspect and too often fraudulent.
“The amount of bot fraud in our midst is
unrivalled in any other industry and is sadly
leading to a crisis of confidence on the buy
side,” wrote advertising security company
Solve Media CEO Ari Jacoby in Advertising
Age.

Six ways fraud hurts our industry
1. Brands lose confidence in digital media
2. Brands squander money on campaigns that
are served to a high percentage of bots
3. Fraud makes campaign success analysis
suspect and less useful
4. Fraud inflates inventory — other forms of
fraud in addition to bots are fraudulent web
sites, ad stuffing (hiding ads behind other
ads), and ad injection (placing unauthorised
ads on other publishers’ sites)
5. The billions of dollars in ad fraud funds the
bad guys’ development of high tech tools to
defeat publishers’ defensive efforts
6. Fraud invites government regulation by undermining the perception that our industry
can control itself

And everyone is a victim:
• Advertisers wanting to offer and sell great
products to the right customers
• Agencies wanting media plans to reach and
convert the appropriate targets
• Publishers wanting to support their businesses and fund their content development
through pertinent advertising
• Advertising technology companies wanting
to provide safe and innovative infra-struc-

“Bot fraud
is leading
to a crisis of
confidence on
the buy side.”
Ari Jacoby
CEO, ad security company Solve Media

tures and marketplaces for online advertising
• Consumers wanting great content and relevant advertising but who have been turned
into unwitting accomplices in vast networks
of botnets.
The problem is huge, and it is not going
away any time soon.
“As more ad inventory is bought and sold
programmatically on ad exchanges, bad guys
are finding it far easier to commit fraud because few agencies and advertisers actually
check in detail the hundreds of thousands of
sites on which the ads are run. It’s easier to
hide in a far larger haystack,” according to
New York-based Marketing Science Consulting Group founder Dr. Augustine Fou.
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Friends in the fight
A growing number of ad tech companies are developing tools to detect and prevent ad fraud

Given the stakes at risk in the
digital ad fraud fight, several
companies have sprung up to
help publishers and advertisers
detect and prevent fraud.
Here is a summary of our
friends in the fight, courtesy of
AdExchanger’s “Book of Fraud:
A Marketer’s Guide to Bots,
Fake Domains, and Other Dirty
Deeds in Online Advertising”:

Casale Media
Casale Media builds innovative,
high-performance advertising
technology that maximises
digital media value for
publishers and advertisers.
Index is the first fully
transparent real-time bidding
(RTB) management technology
that allows publishers to access
premium demand through
an exchange or a publisher’s
own private marketplace. The
company works directly with
premium media organisations,
with a focus on brand safety
and control for advertisers and
publishers.

Forensiq
Forensiq is an innovative
company that has developed
a series of effective, easy
to implement solutions that
combat impression, click,
conversion and affiliate fraud.
Forensiq also provides an ad
viewability product that ensures
that ads are actually seen
in a non-fraudulent manner.
The firm combines the latest
technology and a dedicated

staff of obsessed fraud fighters
to help its clients stay ahead
of the bad guys and achieve a
better ROI.

White Ops
White Ops is able to detect
bots because its service is
integrated in each web session,
meaning that part of White Ops’
service is downloaded when
an ad is displayed – whether
on desktop, mobile or video.
The technology is designed
to drill deep enough to tell
the difference between a real
impression from a human over
a fake impression, even if both
come from the same computer.

Integral Ad Science
Integral Ad Science creates
real-time detection and
blocking of fraudulent web
traffic using semantic filters,
analysis of links between web
sites, image analysis, and
human scoring, as well as
databases of fraudulent web
sites. Its AdSafe product also
prevents ads from being shown
on inappropriate porn sites,
illegal download sites, sites that
feature hate speech and other
objectionable content.

Iponweb
Iponweb, a UK-based adtechnology company, has
deployed anomaly-detection
tools that recognise unusual
traffic patterns more likely to
be bot traffic than human. The

company says its technology,
developed by Russian
engineers, goes well beyond
traditional rule-based filters
and databases of known bot
identities.

Spider.io
Spider.io, is a small British
company that has detected a
number of bot techniques for
fraudulent advertising, and was
recently acquired by Google.
It has exposed the ad network
ClickIce as being designed
specifically to sell such fake
impressions, even while it
claims to represent thousands
of small websites.

DoubleVerify
DoubleVerify has an integrated
viewability and ad fraud solution
designed to authenticate
the quality of digital media
for advertisers. Its tools are
designed to block either entire
sites that have a reputation for
fraud or individual impressions
for advertisers who don’t want
to cut off an entire inventory
source.
Other companies providing
fraud-busting services include:
• Solve Media
• Pixalate
• Improvely
• AreYouAHuman
• Nielsen/IAB
And, for video: Telemetry
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What are the types of digital ad fraud?
Industry wags joke that asking ten different
industry players to define ad fraud will result
in ten different definitions.
But our research into digital ad fraud has
narrowed down the types of ad fraud to nine,
the largest of which by far is ad impression
fraud perpetrated predominantly by bots:
1. Ad impression fraud (CPM)
2. Search ad fraud (CPC)
3. Affiliate ad fraud (CPA)
4. Lead fraud (CPL)
5. Ad injection fraud
6. Spoofing fraud
7. CMS fraud
8. Retargeting fraud
9. Traffic or audience extension fraud

1. Impression (CPM) ad fraud
Impression ad fraud has several parts:
• Hidden ad impressions
• Fake sites
• Video ad fraud
• Paid traffic fraud
• Ad re-targeting fraud
HIDDEN AD IMPRESSIONS: Hidden ad impressions (also called ad stuffing or ad stacking)
come from fraudsters either placing teeny
one-pixel-by-one-pixel windows throughout
a web page and serving ads into those virtually invisible ad spaces, or stacking layers of
ads one on top of the other in the same space
but only the top ad is visible. Some pages observed in the ANA study found 85 ads on a

“Bots faked all of
the engagement and
viewability metrics
we measured.”
ANA/White Ops
2014 Digital Ad Fraud Study
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single page where few if any ads were actually
visible. Video ads can also be stuffed into 1x1
spaces or continuously looped in stacks so no
user ever sees it.
The result is a huge ad inventory (tens of
millions a day) on ad exchanges, all of which
can be sold but few or none of which are ever
seen. For example, an AdAge investigation
found two examples of massive fraud: One
fraudulent site (modernbaby.com) offered 19
million impressions per day on one exchange
while another fraudulent site (interiorcomplex.com) offered 30 million ad impressions
per day on another exchange.
FAKE SITES: Fraudsters create fake sites containing only ad slots and either no content or
generic content often repeated from one fake
page to the next. None of these sites draws
huge traffic (to avoid creating suspicion) but
networks of fake sites sold on programmatic ad
exchanges can generate millions in revenues
taken together.
VIDEO AD FRAUD: The explosion in the popularity of online video has drawn the attention
of fraudsters. Fraudulent video ads are also as
much as ten times more lucrative than banner
ads thanks to higher CPMs. Fraudulent video
ads are often stacked, invisible (the 1x1 windows), or played in the background (where the
consumer can’t see them).
PAID TRAFFIC FRAUD: Publishers buy “traffic”
from third parties to generate more unique
visitors to their sites. The ANA/WhiteOps study
found that 52 per cent of that traffic is from
bots, and occurs most often between midnight
and 7am.
RETARGETING FRAUD: Bots can be programmed to mimic specific and highly desirable
consumers’ online behaviour, such as home- or
car-buyers. The bot goes to relevant websites
and acts like a consumer interested in making
a purchase, researching topics and clicking
on ads, but not necessarily actually making a
purchase. That behaviour triggers a campaign
of re-targeted ads hoping to convince the “hot
prospect” to make the purchase — but those
prospects are really just bots. Nonetheless, the
fraudulent ad targeting company makes money.
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2. Search (CPC) ad fraud
Fraudsters select the most expensive keywords — the ones with the highest cost
per click (CPC). They then build their own
websites and load them up with the high
CPC keywords to generate search ads. The
whole process is automated and the sites are
generated by algorithm at a dizzying pace to
maximise potential revenue. Brands looking
to advertise against those popular keywords
buy inventory on the fake sites. When the
fraudster’s bots click on the real ads, the
advertiser gets a report that makes it look
like the click came from a real, respected
website.

ADVERTISING: digital Advertising Fraud

3. Affiliate (CPA) ad fraud (AKA cookie
stuffing)
Affiliate marketing programmes reward
websites for getting visitors to complete an
action such as filling out a form or making a
purchase. Affiliate or Cost Per Action (CPA)
fraud consists of a fraudster manufacturing
fake actions by using bots to direct qualifying
traffic to affiliate sites or stuff a consumer’s
computer with fraudulent cookies so that if
that user goes to the affiliate’s site, the fraudster collects the referral or commission payment. Often, the stuffed cookies will override
any legitimate cookies and rob the legitimate
referrer of earned income.

Strategies to detect & prevent ad fraud
The ANA/WhiteOps study
recommended publishers and
advertisers also adopt the
following tactics and strategies.
1. Manage the emotions of ad
fraud discussions
Recalling the previously
discussed fears of appearing
to have been made the fool, it
is essential that discussions
of anti-fraud strategies look
for solutions, not blame. We’re
all victims here; we can all be
heroes.
2. Authorise and approve
third-party traffic validation
technology
To effectively combat bots in
media buys, advertisers must
be able to deploy monitoring
tools. Publishers and agencies
must enable the deployment
of these monitoring tools.
Set policy and procedures to
enable advertisers to deploy bot
detection and domain detection
software to their ad buys.
3. Communicate about bots
effectively
Within your organisation, use
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language that accurately
communicates the bot fraud
problem. Add bot-fraud
discussion time to all media buy
conversations internally and
externally. And adopt and use
terms that correctly identify
threats and real adversaries
while preserving allies and
building an alliance against
fraud.
4. Be aware and involved
Advertisers and publishers must
be aware of digital advertising
fraud and take an active and
vocal position in addressing the
problem. Fraud hurts everyone
in the digital communications
supply chain, so we must all
play an active role in effecting
positive change.
5. Request transparency for
sourced traffic
Traffic sourcing correlates
strongly to high bot
percentages. Buyers should
request transparency from
publishers around traffic
sourcing and build language in
requests for proposals (RFPs)
and insertion orders (IOs)

that requires publishers to
identify all third-party sources
of traffic. Furthermore, buyers
should have the option of
rejecting sourced traffic and
running their advertising only
on a publisher’s organic site
traffic.
6. Include language on nonhuman traffic in terms and
conditions
Consider adding specific
language to your terms and
conditions to address the issues discussed in the study.
7. Apply day-parting
Bot fraud represents a higher
proportion of traffic between
midnight and 7am. Buyers can
reduce bots by concentrating
advertising during audience
waking hours.
8. Update blacklists frequently
and narrowly
Be careful how you block.
For blacklists to be effective,
they must be updated at least
daily, be very specific (microblacklisting), and accompany
other defences.
continues on page 11
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Bots can fill out
thousands of forms
in the
blink of an eye in a
way that fools most
publishers’
rudimentary antifraud systems.
4. Lead (CPL) ad fraud (AKA conversion
fraud)
This is the type of fraud most publishers believe
is impossible. Computers can’t possibly fill out
forms, right?
Wrong.
What started with the bad guys employing
small armies of people in under-developed
countries to fraudulently fill out forms for
pennies each, has rapidly morphed into a
completely automated fraud industry where
bots can fill out thousands of forms in the
blink of an eye in a way that fools most publishers’ rudimentary anti-fraud systems.

5. Ad injection and AdWare fraud
Not too long ago, a Target ad ran right in the
middle of walmart.com. Walmart did not sell
the ad, but there it was, big as day, promoting
a Walmart competitor on Walmart’s own site.
The culprit was the latest in digital advertising fraud: Ad Injection.
Perpetrators of this line of fraud offer
consumers what appears to be an innocent
incentive, usually a web browser tool bar or
extension. Secretly embedded in the tool bar
or extension, however, is software that injects
onto unsuspecting sites advertisements that
deliver no revenue to the site itself but to the
tool bar creator.
The fraudsters who create these tools do
not tell the consumer about this feature of
the toolbar or extension. And they certainly
do not pay the publishers or brands on whose
site the ad is injected. But the fraudsters do list
the inventory on programmatic ad exchang-
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es as being on that legitimate publisher’s or
brand’s site (but they never get the publisher’s
or brand’s permission).
Some of the biggest brands and most reputable publishers in the world have been victims of this type of fraud, including Walmart,
Home Depot, Macy’s, Dell, Samsung, Yahoo,
MSN, weather.com, YouTube, and Yelp, according to AdAge.
While there are some commercial ad injection operations (e.g., RightApps and 215 Apps)
who insist that this is a legitimate practice,
the publishers and brands whose sites are
being hijacked rightfully disagree.
In a test by AdAge, the magazine observed
instances of ad injection, including YouTube
“hosting” big ads from the likes of Subaru,
Dick’s, Target, Lion King, Harvard Business
School, and Nissan. But YouTube was not paid.
The ANA/WhiteOps study also found rampant injection fraud, including one publisher
whose site was hit with 500,000 injected ads
every day for the duration of the two-month
study.
The study also found injected ads “on sites
which are well known as user-funded or subscription-based sites that do not permit ads.”
Unauthorised ad injection causes targeted
websites to load more slowly. Worse, injected
ads potentially can damage both the advertiser’s and publisher’s reputation, devalue the
legitimate advertising on the site, and deplete
the advertiser’s digital ad inventory budget.
One of the companies engaging in ad injection, RightAction, serves up 1.5 billion
ads a day, according to AdAge. RightAction
co-founder Stephen Gill told the magazine
that his company “decided that not all toolbar
and plugin inventory is bad.”
According to Gill’s logic, the publishers
and advertisers who “hosted” RightAction’s
10.5 billion injected ads last week alone really don’t mind giving up that revenue. Yeah,
right.
Ad injectors are trading on brand’s reputations and high-quality content which they
did not pay to build or maintain. That smells
to us like fraud. Or theft. Or both.
In addition to ad injection, there are other
forms of “black-hat” adware or malware.
The ANA/WhiteOps study did not intend
to include malware in its bot-focused study,
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Strategies to detect & prevent ad fraud
continued from page 9

9.Control for ad injection
Ad injection is a tactic that
causes programmatic buys to
contain higher levels of fraud.
Discuss with your demand-side
platform (DSP) or tech platform
how to control ad injection.
10. Use third-party monitoring
Monitor all traffic in real
time with a consistent tool.
Comparability is essential.
Selective monitoring, such
as once a month, once a
quarter, or only on certain
channels, encourages evasive
manoeuvres by bot suppliers.
Third- party monitoring
can validate or disprove
assumptions about the quality
of a publisher or ad tech
company’s traffic.
Also use monitoring and bot
detection to reveal the bots
in retargeting campaigns and
audience metrics.
11. Consider reducing buys for
older browsers
There are more bots claiming
to be Internet Explorer 6 (IE6
2001 original release date) or IE7
(2007 original release date) than

there are real humans still using
those browsers. Reduce older
browser impressions in buys.
12. Announce your anti-fraud
policy to all external partners
In combination with covert,
continuous monitoring
practices, the watchdog effect
will change behaviour, reduce
fraud, and encourage others to
join the fight.
13. Budget for security
Across many industries,
the typical cost of security
amounts to an overhead of
1 to 3 per cent. In the credit
card ecosystem, that security
spending has lowered the
losses due to fraud to just
US$0.08 cents per hundred
dollars. Lowering bot fraud in
advertising to those levels could
potentially return many multiples
of the security spending needed
to achieve it.
14. Continuously monitor
sourced traffic
Always monitor sourced
traffic. Know your sources and
maintain transparency about

but researchers ran into so much malware
fraud, they felt they had to include it.
Malware behaves similarly to bots but malware creates a “pop-under” window visible to
the user until the user closes the pop-under,
at which point the malware continues to operate in the background without the user’s
knowledge, according to the study.
For example, one study participant’s video ad campaign garnered nearly 90 million
impressions but only 7 per cent were seen
by real human beings. Malware that hosted
the other 93 per cent of the impressions was
installed unknowingly by consumers.
That malware ran the video ads continuously in a browser in the background of users’

traffic sourcing. Eliminate
sources of traffic that are shown
to have high bot percentages.
Monitor all vendors, all the time.
15. Protect yourself from content
theft and ad injection
Use a service such as domain
detection or bot detection to
monitor for content-scraping
(presenting another site’s
content in a separate website
and monetising the scraped
content with ads) and evidence
of ad injection. A bot detection
service can measure actual
numbers of bots in high-bot
traffic, allowing payment for
the human audience while
eliminating bots from the billing
process.
16. Consider allowing third-party
traffic assessment tools
Publishers can enable
advertisers to improve the
granularity of their traffic
perfor-mance by authorising
third-party monitoring (for
characteristics such as
viewability, engagement, and
bot detection) and third-party
tracker measurement.

computers, mostly hidden from the user and
with the audio volume automatically reduced
to zero while playing the video (but, to avoid
suspicion, it left the audio for the computer’s
other programs untouched!). Even after the
users restarted their computers, the adware
automatically played the video ads, even if
the user did not reopen the adware site or
application, according to the ANA/WhiteOps
study.

6. Domain spoofing or laundered ad impression fraud
Domain spoofing fraud may be the most insidious and most difficult to detect and prevent,
and most lucrative for the bad guys.
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Digital ad fraud on mobile
Mobile publishing has dodged the ad fraud
bullet… for now.
Due to the lack of cookies — data that track
consumers’ online behaviour — fraudsters are
less able to create false personalities or target
consumers the way they can on desktop
computers.
Also, mobile ad budgets and CPMs are
lower than on desktops because, despite the
rocketing growth of smartphones, publishers
and advertisers still haven’t figured out how to
monetise mobile.
But where there’s money, there’s also likely
to be people trying to get it the easy way. And
with some publishers doubling their mobile
inventory year to year, fraudsters are bound to
come calling.
Consider this: Mobile ad spending, already
at 23 per cent of all US digital ad dollars, will
become 92 per cent of all US digital spending
in five years, according to Borrell Associates.
Also consider that mobile advertising will
account for more than a quarter of total US
marketing budgets by 2018, according to
eMarketer.
But the fraudsters are not here yet.
“If I were going to try to defraud someone,
I would be looking to inflate PC impressions
because those are more sellable in the
marketplace,” Evolve Media president Brian
Fitzgerald told AdWeek.
However, it would behove publishers
and advertisers to get ahead of the mobile
fraudsters and not let them steal the march
like they did with desktop fraud.

Mobile ad spending

23%

of all US digital ad
dollars today, in 5
years will become

92%
Borrell Associates
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With a simple line of code, fraudsters can
change the URL of sites, even sites on white
lists and private ad exchanges, to make advertisers think fake or piracy or porn sites
are really the sites of reputable publishers.
Because advertisers assume that premium publishers are the best places for their
campaigns, they put those publishers’ sites
on their whitelists. Whitelists are presumed
not only to be the best sites with the best audiences, but also to be a safe defensive bulwark against ad fraud. As a result, premium
whitelisted sites command top bid prices on
exchanges.
Ironically, whitelists by their very nature
attract fraudsters.
The potential for inordinately high CPMs
with little risk of discovery has prompted
fraudsters to find ways to develop code that
enables them to mask their fake, piracy or
porn sites as one of the sites on the whitelists.

Domain spoofing comes in two varieties.
The first involves malware consumers accidentally install on their personal computers.
The malware actually injects ads windows
onto websites the consumer is viewing. In a
nanosecond, the fraudster is able to offer that
space on what looks like a premium publisher’s site out for bidding on an exchange. The
price the fraudster commands reflects an incredible discount for such a desirable site. The
money for the ad flows to the fraudster, not
the premium publisher. This type of fraud is
hard to detect because the user really is on the
premium publisher’s site.
The second approach to domain spoofing
involves fraudsters modifying codes in the ad
tags that identify the domain a user is viewing. The managers and users of ad exchanges
must be able to assume that the ad mark-up
codes are always accurate. Sadly, such is not
the case. Fraudsters can easily delete the
mark-up code and replace it with code that
enables them to impersonate any premium
site they choose.

7. CMS fraud
In this approach, bad guys hack into a publisher’s content management system (CMS)
and create their own pages using perfectly
legitimate domains. Then they put those pages
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on ad exchanges with the premium publisher’s mark-up code, but the advertiser who
purchases those positions gets pages with
no premium content and pays the fraudster
instead of the publisher.

8. Re-targeting fraud
As discussed earlier, fraudulent operators can
program bots to imitate very specific, very
desirable types of consumers, from sports fans
and home-buyers to tech geeks and grandmothers. Those bots then browse relevant
websites in a way that makes them look like
a qualified sales prospect, including clicking
on ads and filling out forms.
These actions create very valuable cookies
that advertisers covet because the target appears ready to make a purchase.

9. Traffic fraud or audience extension
fraud
Sometimes publishers need to drive more traffic to their sites, most often to fulfil a promised number of impressions for advertisers
but also sometimes to boost the number of
unique visitors.
“A publisher might book a million dollar ad
campaign with an advertiser, but for whatever reason, they have shortfall of (impression)
supply,” Casale Media vice president Andrew
Casale told FIPP. “So they will buy programmatic media with the advertiser’s budget to
fill shortfall. Publishers go out and buy the
traffic from sites they believe to be similar
to their own, but third-party sites have the
highest percentage of fraudulent traffic.
“The advertiser awarded the ad budget
to the publisher at a high CPM because the
impressions would be appearing on a trusted
brand site,” said Casale. “But if the publisher
betrays that trust and buys traffic on sites not
of the same quality, and that gets back to the
buyer, you’ve harmed your brand and your
relationship. Those publishers are effectively
feeding the problem they are trying to solve.”

Where does the fraud originate?
The ANA/WhiteOps study found that 67 per
cent of the bots observed in the study came
from residential IP addresses. The study researchers also found that a small percentage
of highly compromised computers create the
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bulk of bot traffic.

Who are these bad guys?
These fraudsters are not college kids or individual hackers writing malevolent code in their
spare time.
A 2013 Adweek piece pointed the finger at
“organised crime, Russian millionaires, exbank robbers, and one-sixth of the computers
in the US.”
That may be true, but the Internet Advertising Bureau’s own “Online Traffic Fraud
Guide” stated clearly: “These are not college
kids moonlighting to make some cash or rebel-techies in their Bay-area apartment. The
bad actors are organised criminals, usually
operating outside of the United States and
are often funded by larger criminal organisations.”

How do they make money?
The bad guys have basically two strategies.
First, they infect personal computers with
malware, converting the PC into a “bot”
which they can control to drive traffic, click
on ads, fill out forms, and even make purchases. Second, the bad guys either create
their own bogus sites or hijack real sites by
changing the URL or injecting their own ads
on real sites, fooling advertisers into paying
them for ad inventory on those sites.
“Domain spoofing/masking can actual-

“These are not
college kids
moonlighting...
or rebel techies...
the bad actors are
organised criminals”
Interactive Advertising Bureau
Online Traffic Fraud Guide
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ly be done in three ways: First, spoofing a
referring site directly on a website; second,
through cross-domain iframes (where the
inner-most iframe is what is passed as the
referrer); and third, through ad injection,
which can hide the fact that an ad showed
up on cnn.com, but showed an iframed URL/
domain that the fraudster used to hide how
they were injecting the traffic,” according to
Forensic founder and CEO David Sendroff.
In every case, the bad guys make money by:
• Selling fraudulent ad impressions
• Selling fraudulent traffic to publishers looking for more visitors
• Selling their own ads on other publishers’
sites without the publishers’ knowledge or
permission
• Sending fraudulent traffic to affiliate sites
in return for a commission
• Creating fraudulent sites that look legitimate
and selling advertising on those sites

Disincentives to change
The only way digital ad fraud could have
become so egregious is because nobody cares,
WhiteOps CEO Michael Tiffany told AdAge.
It’s an attitude problem: There is not enough
incentive to fight fraud. No one — advertisers,
publishers, ad exchange managers — wants to
admit that they’ve been fooled, wasted money, bought bad inventory, or inflated results.
Besides, removing the fraudulent impressions would translate into lower (but more
accurate) performance reports, lower (but
more accurate) traffic reports, and lower (but
more honest) income for ad exchanges. In

‘There absolutely
will be new
obligations
on publishers,
networks, and
exchanges to filter
this stuff out.”
Mike Zaneis speaking to AdAge
IAB executive vice president
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the short run, it would appear no one would
win by eliminating fraud, and a lot of people
fear they would be made to look the fool in
the process.
“Only by emancipating your people and
partners from that fear can we get the cooperation needed to address this issue effectively,”
the ANA study concluded.
“Too many people are engaging in acts of
omission, where you turn a blind eye, and
it’s, ‘Well this is common practice, everybody
buys traffic from this source, so I’m just doing
what everybody else is doing.’” IAB executive
vice president Mike Zaneis told AdAge. “That’s
not going to be okay anymore.”
Like it or not, change is coming.
“There absolutely will be new obligations
on publishers, networks and exchanges to
filter this stuff out,” Zaneis said.

So how do we beat these guys?
Many defences against the dark arts have already been defeated:
The ANA/WhiteOps study discovered that
several tactics publishers and advertisers
believe are effective in preventing bots are,
in fact, mostly ineffective: “Bots faked all of
the engagement and viewability metrics we
measured,” the report stated.
Viewability does not ensure humanity because fraudster bots can fake it. Bots record
ads as viewable when, in fact, they are running in the background or totally invisibly.
Actually, viewable impressions in the study
skewed slightly higher in bot incidence than
non-viewable impressions.
And bots have learned to exquisitely mimic
human behaviour, thus defeating engagement
metrics.
Another favourite strategy of publishers
and advertisers — blacklisting of fraudulent
sites — not only requires near real-time updating, but those sites are also quickly and
easily replaced by new bad guy sites. Ironically, blacklisting often ends up blocking real
humans as well as bots.
“We are [in] an arms race and we’re saying
it is acceptable to fight this by playing a carnival game: Whack-a-mole,” Casale Media vice
president/strategy Andrew Casale told the IAB
Ad Operations Summit in November 2014.
“We are playing a game with bad guys
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A digital ad fraud lexicon
Digital ad fraud is loaded
with terms that can confuse
anyone trying to comprehend
the challenge. Here, courtesy
of the ANA/WhiteOps study,
are some of the key terms in
digital ad fraud:
Ad injection The visible or
hidden insertion of ads into an
app, web page, or other online
resource without the consent
of the publisher or operator of
that resource.
Adware
Software, often automatically
installed on user devices,
that displays visible or hidden
ads to users to boost ad
consumption.
Bot(s)
AKA Non-Human Traffic or
NHT. Automated entities
capable of consuming any
digital content, including
text, video, images, audio,
and other data. These
agents may intentionally or
unintentionally view ads,
watch videos, listen to radio
spots, fake viewability, and
click on ads.
Bot fraud
Ad fraud specifically
perpetrated by bots.
Bot impression
An impression consumed by
a bot.
Bot traffic
Automated website or other
online traffic and/or ad
consumption driven by or
resulting from bots.
Botnet
A group of infected
computers that generate
automated web events. The
infrastructure used to create
many types of bots.
Botprints
A unique combination of
directly observed properties
in a given impression, page
view, or other online event
which collectively identifies

that event as bot-driven by a
specific type of bot.
Cash-out site
A website, app, or other
resource that is capable
of delivering ads, and is
operated by perpetrators of
ad fraud for the purpose of
exfiltrating money from the
online advertising ecosystem.
Domain blacklisting
Using lists of known bad
domains to prevent the
serving of ads to those
domains.
Domain detection
Determining the domain on
which an ad was actually
displayed, as opposed to the
domain which an ad server
may report.
DSP (Demand-Side Platform)
A platform that allows
advertisers or their agencies
to manage multiple exchange
ac-counts and bid across
those accounts.
Exchange
A technology platform that
facilitates the buying and
selling of ads and related data
from multiple sources such as
publishers and networks of
publishers.
Human Impression
An impression legitimately
served to a real human not
intentionally or unintentionally
engaged in any form of ad
fraud.
IP (IP address)
A unique numerical address
corresponding to a particular
device or set of devices
connected to the internet.
IP blacklisting
Using lists of known bad IPs
to prevent the serving of ads
to those IPs.
Man-in-the-browser attack
An internet attack that infects
a user’s online interactions
by taking advantage of
vulnerabilities in browser or

app security to modify ads,
web pages, or transaction
content or to insert additional
ads, content, or transactions,
without the knowledge or
consent of the user or the
resource(s) with which the
user intended to interact.
Micro-blacklist
A blacklist that is updated and
expires frequently, to enhance
its effectiveness against
advanced and adaptive
threats.
Phantom layer
Websites operated
specifically for the purpose
of laundering ad fraud by
obscuring the source of
inventory and impressions
entering the online advertising
ecosystem.
Pop-under
Windows that appear or
open under the user’s current
browser window so that they
become visible when that
window is closed.
Retargeting (behavioural
retargeting)
The process of delivering ads
to particular users based on
their previous online activity.
SSP (Supply-Side Platform)
A technology platform
that enables publishers to
manage their ad inventory
and maximise revenue
from online advertising,
usually by interfacing with
ad exchanges, and making
their ad placement inventory
available in an automated
fashion to a wide number of
potential purchasers.
Traffic sourcing or sourced
traffic
Any method by which
publishers acquire more
visitors through third parties.
True domain
The domain on which an ad
actually ran, as determined by
domain detection.
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A check-list of defensive and offensive anti-fraud measures
Four of the anti-fraud industry’s
leading executives gave us their
strategies for detecting and preventing ad fraud:

Source: blog.pixalate.com

who have millions of dollars [from]
defrauding our ecosystem and we
are not winning this game,” Casale
said. “Any notion that the volume of
these [fraudulent] sites is declining
is not what we’re seeing. Suspicious
new activity is increasing dramatically, so the game of whack-a-mole
is getting harder every day.
“We’ll take one name off the
chart and stop paying them, but by
that point they’ve probably made
thousands or tens of thousands of
dollars and they simply go out and
spend eight bucks to buy a new domain and they’re back in business.
“What we think is a lot more interesting is to look beyond the noise
and see how many organised entities
are actually hiding in plain sight,”
Casale said. “Finding a fraudulent
site and putting it on a blacklist is of
very little value. Instead, we study
it and learn everything we can: The
way it’s posted, the way it’s created,
so we can link fraud sites together
into clusters.
“If, for example, we find a fraudulent site like insidecamping.com,
that’s not good enough. We also
want to know it’s connected to
Insidetoehealth.com and insidebeachsports.com and 200 other
‘inside’ sites, all filled with bots,
all on the exchange, all available to
take your money.
“If our line of defence against this
is to block one domain at a time, it’s
too slow,” Casale said. “We have to go
beyond that to know for each of these
clusters who is the organisation we
are paying the money to, what’s the
name on the cheque? That’s how we
can easily identify these clusters and
tighten up our supply side.”
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Scott Knoll, CEO and president, Integral Ad Science:
“Do not buy traffic from anyone
else. If you don’t buy traffic, you’ll
have virtually no fraud.”
David Sendroff, founder and CEO,
Forensiq:
“The first task is going to sound
odd, but it’s to make a very serious
commitment to fight fraud. Create a publicly stated or corporate
statement. Then join the industry’s
Anti-Fraud Working Group. Membership signifies commitment and
helps keep you up to date.”
Andrew Casale, vice president/strategy, Casale Media:
“The number one thing to do is protect and police your identities. Programmatic buying and selling have
become so automated, it’s easy for
anyone to pretend to be anyone. If
you are engaged in programmatic
and trading alongside a phantom
who has your name but is selling
it at a fraction of your cost, it is the
worst thing in the world. Enforce
your right of trademark.
“Then make sure your partners
are as concerned about ad fraud
as you are. They are the exchanges where you list your impressions
and third parties where you buy
traffic. Look at the neighbourhood of the exchanges where you
put your impressions. If you spent
tens of thousands of dollars to give
your home a high market valuation but you put it in a really bad
neighbourhood, its value will suffer.
Make sure you are trading alongside publishers of similar status,
not a site masquerading as Disney,
which happens every day.”
Source: blog.pixalate.com
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Michael Tiffany, CEO, WhiteOps:
“You need to make sure your own
house is in order first. We have
found again and again huge media
companies with bot traffic because
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“We’ve been optimising for
quantity and have created
this crazy breeding ground
for fraud.”
Scott Knoll
CEO and president, Integral Ad Science

someone at that organisation who is responsible for growing audience is going to third
parties to buy traffic and that third party is
giving the publisher bots. The leadership has
no idea what’s going on; as a matter of fact,
they are surprised to find out they have been
goosing their audiences by 10 per cent, which
is a big deal because they’ve been selling their
inventory as premium inventory, the most
expensive on the market. Do not pay for fraudulent traffic.”
All four executives advocated changing
the way ad impressions are sold and success
is measured.
“The way we measure inventory and success is based on flawed methodology that assumes that all media and all impressions are
the same and have the same value,” said Integral’s Scott Knoll. “We’re saying a one-second impression is as valuable as a 30-second
impression. We value quantity over quality,
focusing on whoever can deliver the most
inventories at the cheapest rate. And of course
fraudulent inventory is the cheapest because
they have no costs!
“The problem is really the industry’s own
fault — we’ve been optimising for quantity
and have created this crazy breeding ground
for fraud,” said Knoll. “Advertisers are saying
we’ve got to get rid of fraud, but at some time
they’re using metrics that encourage fraud.
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You can’t have it both ways.”
They also all said, no surprise, that publishers should hire companies like themselves to
detect and prevent fraud. As self-interested as
that sounds, they’re absolutely right.
“The benefit of using third party solutions
is that we can leverage tech algorithms and
huge fraud database,” said Integral’s Sendroff.
“We look at a couple of trillion bid requests
a month. And we have that massive central
database. Our systems allow publishers and
advertisers to cleanse inventory and traffic
before they buy or sell. This is our core competency. Fraud is constantly evolving, so it is
important to have experts.” We agree.
Certification and standards were another
popular solution for not just detecting but
actually preventing and, eventually, eliminating fraud. “There is no accountability
now; too many people can hide,” said Casale.
“Transparency will rise, so if you’re doing
bad things, you won’t be able to hide and you
won’t get paid. If you’re doing good things,
you should embrace certification because,
while it may be a bit of a burden and may
cost money, you will never again be in the
position of having someone making money
off your back. As soon as we make it hard to
trade and hard to hide and hard to get paid,
we will win.”

Other strategies: Make exchange floor
prices and provider names public
Publishers themselves could take a big step
toward outing fraudsters by simply creating
more transparency in their exchanges policies.
For example, if publishers made their floor
prices public, advertisers would be instantly alerted of possible fraud when they saw
premium inventory listed at prices below the
published floor price.
And the exchanges could take another big
step with an equally simple but powerful solution: Before placing a bid on an ad exchange
for an ad impression, the buyer must be given
the name that would appear on the cheque
paying for that impression. Instead of relying
on domain names (which we’ve shown can be
faked), advertisers could rely on the name of
the organisation they’ll be paying.
Using this system, advertisers and publishers could create reliable whitelists by
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including Hearst or Bauer or Kodansha or
Abril or China Publishing Group — the names
that would appear on the cheques – instead
of “cosmopolitan.com” or “veja.com” which
can be spoofed.
“We want to make ad fraud as unprofitable as possible by upsetting the economics
of industry,” said WhiteOps CEO Tiffany. “We
want to find out where the fraud is coming
from and how they are getting paid and a cut
of the money. This fraud is being perpetrated
by the worlds’ most sophisticated cyber-criminals and they make a wicked amount of money which enables them to hire the world’s best
black-hat hackers.
“We must create conditions where a lot of
companies can take the action to clean the
bots out in 2015,” said Tiffany. “If we do a
better job with transparency and detection,
they will make less money and they’ll have
less money to make better bots. We need
an army of white hat hackers to reduce the
buying power of the dark side. If a criminal
operator has a choice of type of crimes and the
ad fraud profit pool gets smaller, suddenly it
is a far less attractive thing to do. Think about
the effect on market. It would mean putting
US$6 billion back in the publishing industry!”
The good news: The consensus of the antifraud executives is that 2015 will be the
beginning of the end of widespread ad fraud.

Big stakes, big rewards
“The digital advertising industry has grown to
$50 billion a year,” said Integral’s David Sendroff. “The only way to sustain that growth is
keeping the trust between buyer and seller.”
The publishing industry has no choice
but to start fighting digital ad fraud in a coordinated, big-picture, sophisticated fashion.
Too much money is being lost at a time when
every penny counts, and the fraud also has
the potential to wreck not only our bottom
line, but also our reputation.

To demonstrate bot traffic in action, ad fraud-fighting company Forensiq infected one of its computers with
malware, and recorded what happened next. The screen grabs above show how a single infected “bot”
machine loaded thousands of webpages, and a total of 4,176 fraudulent banner and video ad impressions in
just 10 hours, Forensiq said. Those fraudulent ads included major brands Verizon, Chase, Toyota, Tide, Buick,
Aleve, Citi, Comcast, Sprint, Ford, and numerous others. According to Forensiq, the company’s malwareinfected computer received instructions from an IP address located in Germany.

